Fog Generators
Foggers are ideal for tracking typical leakages in building components, connections, and penetrations,
and are particularly suited for visualizing leakage paths: foggers can be used on building sites,
for example, to track the cause of bad odors in the living space. Our product range features four
foggers with varying heating capacity and for different areas of use.

Mains-operated Foggers
BlowerDoor SlightFogger and
BlowerDoor HeavyFogger
These two foggers are highly effective.
Power and fluid consumption are low without
reducing the amount of fog produced. Powerful
fog clouds will find their way even through the
insulation, making it easy to locate and visualize
complex leakage paths through crooked wall
bonds or large-volume shafts. Digital technology
enables precise adjustment of the pump. Fogoutput settings from 0 to 99 % at 1 % intervals
allow for individual adjustment to the respective
room size. Stand-alone operation is also possible
by controlling fog volume directly on the device.
Trigger automatic fogging by pushing and releasing
the start button. It is not necessary to hold the
button while fogging. Both the SlightFogger, with
a capacity of 650 watts, and the high-performance
HeavyFogger, with a capacity of 1,300 watts, can
also be radio remote-controlled. The internal timer
allows you to set the fogging time to the second
and the break time to the minute, as well as
to program the exact output volume in percent.
The membrane keyboard with illuminated digital
display makes for easy handling and protects
against dirt.

Typical applications
Locating cable ducts with air flow in walls,
ceilings, or floors between fire zones
Visualizing leaking ventilation- and exhaust-pipe
installations in the basement
Checking service shafts between individual
apartments

BlowerDoor
HeavyFogger K/F
BlowerDoor
SlightFogger K/F

Technical Data

SlightFogger K

HeavyFogger K

Procedure

Vaporizing
fog generator

Vaporizing
fog generator

Power requirement

650 Watt

1,300 Watt

Voltage

230 Volt/50 Hz
or 120 V/60
V
Hz

230 Volt/50 Hz
or 120 V/60
V
Hz

Warm up time

approx. 7 minutes

approx. 7 minutes

Fluid consumption
at max. output
at continuous output

60 ml/minute
15 ml/minute

120 ml/minute
35 ml/minute

Fluid tank
capacity

750 ml

5l

Fog output

adjustable in 99 steps

adjustable in 99 steps

Output projection

max. 8 m

max. 15 m

Fogging time
at 100 %
at < 50 % Ausstoß

approx. 35 seconds
continuous output

approx. 40 seconds
continuous output

DMX 512
0–10 V analog
Internal timer
Stand-alone-operation
Cable remote

DMX 512
0–10 V analog
Internal timer
Stand-alone-operation
Cable remote

Radio remote

Radio remote

Temperature control

Microprocessor
controlled

Microprocessor
controlled

Overheating protection

Heater block/
Thermostat,
Pump/Thermal switch

Heater block/
Thermostat,
Pump/Thermal switch

Dimensions (L × B × H)

350 × 180 × 190 mm

Ansteuerung

(option)
(option)

(option)
(option)

470 × 230 × 240 mm

Weight without canister approx. 5.4 kg

approx. 8.6 kg

Package includes

Fogger (canister lid with
fast coupling, silicon
hose and sinter filter)
and 5 l fluid.

Fogger (750 ml tank
incl. canister lid with
fast coupling, silicon
hose and sinter filter)
and 2 l fluid.
Optional: flightcase

Optional: flightcase

Battery-operated Foggers
BlowerDoor HandFogger

BlowerDoor PowerFogger

The BlowerDoor HandFogger
is a light-weight, cordless
fog generator remarkable
for its easy handling and
quick operation readiness.
The HandFogger is ideal foruse on scaffoldings to
access hard-to-reach building areas. It is particularly
suited for detecting small leakages, e.g. in the area
of window joints and connections. All components
are housed in minimal space in a sturdy casing. A
microprocessor controls and checks all important
functions, thus guaranteeing continuous availability
while providing optimal safety standards. Minimal
energy consumption exceeds the stand-by time of
conventional battery-powered fog generators many
times over. The battery can be inserted into the
machine and can be easiliy changed if necessary.
Because of an intelligent control mechanism the
battery supplies energy only when necessary. Thus
the fog time is greatly increase compared to other
battery powered machines. The equipment comes
in a robust transport casing including battery, charger,
vaporizer, integrated fluid tank with a capacity of
50 ml, and 250 ml fog fluid.

The battery-operated fog generator PowerFogger
fills the gap between high flexibility and powerful
fog output. It is the perfect alternative to normal
fog generators. The light weight and the small
dimensions makes the machine useable for mobile
uses on the construction site. Due to the heat-up
time of only one second the PowerFogger is readyto-use on site. The output of the PowerFogger can
be adjusted with an adjusting knob. The release
button is built into the grip. Thus, a comfortable
one-hand operation is possible. The heart of this
machine is a microprocessorwhich controls and
supervises all important functions. Because of an
intelligent control mechanism the battery supplies
energy only when necessary. Thus the operation
time is considerably increased – the stand-by time
is 250 hours. With one battery (12 V) 10 minutes of
continuous output or up to 150 × 5 seconds bursts
can be produced. The equipment comes including
battery, battery charger, fluid tank (volume 250 ml)
and 250 ml fog fluid.

Locating leakages in the area of window joints
and connections
Locating wall joints, for example via drafty
wall sockets
Locating leaky window connections
Visualizing leakages, e.g. through built-in
spotlights

HandFogger

PowerFogger

Procedure

Vaporizing
fog generator

Vaporizing
fog generator

Power requirement

70 Watt

400 Watt

Voltage

11.1 V with battery

12 V with battery

Warm up time

1 second

1 second

Fluid tank
capacity

50 ml

250 ml

Fluid consumption

2.3 ml/minute
at continuous output

10 ml/minute
at continuous output

Fog time
with battery

10 min. con. output or
150 bursts

10 min. con. output or
or 100 x 5 sec. bursts

Ansteuerung

Start button in the lid
Cable remote

Start button
Cable remote

Radio remote

Radio remote

DMX 512-converter

DMX 512-converter

Timer (option)

Timer (option)

Microprocessor
controlled

Microprocessor
controlled

(option)
(option)
(option)

Steuerung/
Temperatur-Regelung

BlowerDoor GmbH
MessSysteme für Luftdichtheit
Zum Energie- und Umweltzentrum 1
D-31832 Springe-Eldagsen
Phone +49 (0) 50 44 / 9 75 -40
Fax
+49 (0) 50 44 / 9 75 -44
info@blowerdoor.com
www.blowerdoor.com

(option)
(option)
(option)

Dimensions (L × B × H)

250 × 53 × 55 mm

223 × 100 × 210 mm

Weight

630 g

5.6 kg

Lieferumfang

Fog generator, incl.
additional vaporizer,
battery 11.1 V/70 W,
charger, 250 ml fluid
and flightcase

Fog generator, incl.
battery 11.1 V/70 W,
charger, 250 ml fluid
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